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Abstract 

Chinese financial markets are still relatively new and immature nowadays when 
compared with developed Western markets. Therefore, it is a valuable topic to 
investigate whether and how Momentum investment style works well in Chinese 
markets, especially in futures and stocks markets. In this research, the momentum 
Investment Style research is based on three commonly used momentum indicators and 
their innovated combined strategy created by research group. The indicators include 
Moving Average Convergence and Divergence (MACD), Average Directional Movement 
Index (ADX), and Relative Strength Index (RSI). In part II, the Discretionary Trading part, 
daily positions of the portfolio over 4 weeks is determined by the combined strategy, and 
resulting PnLs illustrate even though the strategy can make profit within a short-term 
period with a low volatility, it may not react quickly to a sudden price change in Chinese 
futures and stocks markets. Moreover, in part III of the research, the Back-Tests part, 
testing the combined strategy from a long-term perspective, an 8 years back-testing is 
made to see whether or not the combined strategy created in this research works. In 
summary, the combined strategy constructed by MACD, ADX, and RSI does not perform 
very well compared with another professional combined model like the one with DVI 
and DVO. Therefore, more modifications and improvements of the strategy are obviously 
needed in the future research. In IV Professional Models part, some of professional 
models might be good references to the future research. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

The research purpose of this paper is to find a valid momentum style to help investors make 
decision on whether investors should take long or short positions in assets daily. A new 
combined strategy which follows economic intuitions is constructed and set up under different 
conditions deciding whether selling short or buying long each day, and every trading day’s 
decision is based on the previous trading day’s result of the combined strategy. Furthermore, 
by looking for futures and stock with relatively large volume in the markets, we constructed a 
short-term portfolio since the middle of June 2020 to make a 4 weeks discretionary trade to see 
the short-term PnL. Then, in order to measure whether the strategy works well in a long run, a 
back-testing for about 8 years is made and analyzed according to the statistical results. To 
decide whether the momentum investment strategy works, CSI300 ETF (510300.SH), the 
representative market index ETF in China was introduced. If the performance of combined 
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strategy is better than CSI300 ETF over the past 8 years, the combined investment strategy will 
be deemed as a valid momentum style. 

1.2. Basic Models 

1.2.1. Model 1 Moving Average Convergence and Divergence (MACD) [1,2] 

The general formula: 

MACD=EM𝐴12𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − EM𝐴26𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠   (1.0) 

 

If MACD > Signal Line (EM𝐴9𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠), it indicates a bullish moving average short-term trend, and 

investors are suggested to take a long position to this asset; 

1.2.2. Model 2 Average Directional Movement Index (ADX) [1,3,4,5,6] 

Positive Directional Indicator: 

+DI =
𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒+𝐷𝑀

𝐴𝑇𝑅
∗ 100   (1.1) 

Negative Directional Indicator: 

−DI =
𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒−𝐷𝑀

𝐴𝑇𝑅
∗ 100    (1.2) 

General formula: 

ADX =
𝐴𝐷𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑦∗13+𝐴𝐷𝑋𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑦

14
   (1.3) 

Directional Index:  

DX =
|+𝐷𝐼−−𝐷𝐼|

|+𝐷𝐼−−𝐷𝐼|
   (1.4) 

Alternatively, 

AD𝑋1𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑦 =
1

14
∑ 𝐷𝑋𝑖

14
𝑖=1    (1.5) 

Where ±𝐷M are directional movements, and ATR is average true range 

Relationship between +DI and -DI helps people determine trend direction. i.e. Positive: +DI>-
DI. 

ADX reflects the strength of trend. For example, 0~25: a weak or absent trend; 25~50:  strong 
trend; 50~75:  very strong trend; 75~100:  extremely strong trend in direction. 

1.2.3. Model 3 Relative Strength Index (RSI) [1,7,8] 

Formulas: 

RSI = 100 − [
100

1+𝑅𝑆
]   (1.6) 

RS = relative 𝑠trength =
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑈

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐷
   (1.7) 

Where Averag𝑒𝑈 = average 𝑜f 𝑢p 𝑚oves 𝑖n 𝑡he 𝑙ast 𝑛 𝑝rice 𝑏ars. 

Where Averag𝑒𝐷 = average 𝑜f 𝑎ll 𝑑own 𝑚oves 𝑖n 𝑡he 𝑙ast 𝑛 𝑝rice 𝑏ars. 

n = period 𝑜f 𝑅SI (𝑢𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 14 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠) 

If RSI >=70, it means overbought (or overvalued case), and investors should be primed for a 
trend reversal. (if happen, short selling the asset) 

If RSI <=30, it means oversold (or undervalued case), and the price may be going up in the future.  

1.2.4. Model 4 Innovative Combined Strategy of three indicators above 

Setting an “ifelse” conditions. In these conditions, the investors will be recommended to take a 
long position today if any two of the three indicators satisfy the following conditions in the 
previous day. 

I MACD > Signal 𝐿ine 

II ADX > 20 𝑎nd  + DI ≻ 𝐷I 
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III RSI ≤ 30 

Conversely, short if any two of the three indicators satisfy the following conditions on previous 
day.  

I MACD < Signal 𝐿ine 

II ADX > 20 𝑎nd  + DI < −DI 

III RSI ≥ 70 

Furthermore, if indicators does not satisfy either long or short conditions listed above, this case 
will be considered as a neutral case, and the position will be long under this case. 

Overall, this innovative combined momentum investment strategy follows economic intuition, 
and it is implemented in part II and part III below. 

The R programming sample for Model 4 conditions is below: 

 
long_or_short<-Lag(with(Indicators,ifelse(((rsi<=30)+((DIp>DIn)&(ADX>=20))+(diff>0))>=2, 
1,ifelse(((rsi>=70)+((DIp<DIn)&(ADX>=20))+(diff<0))>=2,-1,1)))) 

 

Where it returns -1 or 1 (short or long) under different conditions. rsi means RSI; Dip is +DI; 
Din is -DI, diff represents the difference between MACD and its corresponding Signal line. 

2. Discretionary Trading   

There are two subparts. One is part A: Trade and the other one is part B: Summary. In detailed, 
daily results of combined strategy given in part I. Model 4 give decision on short or long, and 
trades are automatically recorded from next Monday to Friday, and calculate daily cumulative 
returns at the end of each week. In general, trading is for about 4 weeks from June 22nd to July 
17th 2020. Specifically, in II.A Trades part, the results of combined strategy can be visualized by 
plotting charts (charts created by using R, “quantmod” package). Here, suppose investors have 
total 100 million CNY, and want to make profit using the combined strategy in a portfolio. In 
short, portfolio created with 6 assets with good performances and large volumes on June 19th 
and take long position at the beginning, rebalancing on every Friday, and the trading frequency 
(short or long) is daily.  

2.1. Trades: 

The 2.1 Trades part will illustrate how to create the charts with MACD, ADX, and RSI and how 
the charts look like for the 1st week. Then, Trades part will skip the charts from week 2 to week 
4. However, the daily cumulative PnL chart will be posted at the end of each week. 

2.1.1. Week 1 

Portfolio selection is based on data and strategy’s results until Friday 6-19, trading is from 
Monday 6/22 to 6/24/2020. In addition, the R coding sample for MACD, ADX, and RSI chart is 
below: 
library(Tushare) 
library(dplyr) 
library(tidyverse) 
library(quantmod) 
# Refer to my Tushare account--> token out code: 
pro<-pro_api(token='your token key from Tushare.pro') 
# Import data: 
CU<-pro(api_name="fut_daily", ts_code='CU2008.SHF', 
        start_date='20200226', end_date='20200717')%>%select(-c("pre_close"))%>%rename("Volume"=vol) 
 
# Turn dataset into xts format: 
CUcode<-CU[1,1] 
CU$trade_date<-strptime(CU$trade_date,format="%Y%m%d") 
rownames(CU)<-CU$trade_date 
CU<-CU%>%select(-c(1,2)) 
CU<-as.xts(CU) 
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# Calculate momentum indicators: 
CU_MACD<-MACD(na.omit(Cl(CU)),nFast=12,nSlow=26,nSig=9) 
CU_ADX<-ADX(na.omit(cbind(as.numeric(Hi(CU)),as.numeric(Lo(CU)), 
                          CU[,"close"])),n=14) 
CU_RSI<-RSI(na.omit(Cl(CU)),n=14) 
 
# Specific plots of indicators: 

chartSeries(CU,theme=chartTheme("white"), 
            name="Future price of CU2008", 
            TA=c("addMACD();addADX();addRSI();addVo()")) 

 
Figure 1. Copper future, CU2008.SHF (proposal: long with 16.7% weight) 

MACD: MACD (2.321)>Signal line (2.097), an uptrend moving average in price. (long) 

ADX: +DI>-DI, and ADX>30. (long) 

RSI: larger than 70, overbought case. (short) 

Conclusion (long): MACD (long), ADX (long), RSI (short). 

(note: this conclusion follows the rule of Part I Model 4, the combined strategy of MACD, ADX, and RSI.) 

 

 
Figure 2. CSI300 future, IF2009.CFFEX (proposal: long with 16.7% weight) 

MACD: MACD (1.049)>Signal line (0.788), an uptrend moving average in price. (long) 

ADX: +DI>-DI, and ADX>35. (long) 

RSI: smaller than 70 but larger than 30. (neutral) 

Conclusion (long): MACD (long), ADX (long), RSI (neutral). 

(note: “neutral” means the combined strategy in Part I Model 4 does not give a decision on taking a short position, 
so it will be buying long instead of short selling) 
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Figure 3. Stainless Steel future, SS2008.SHFE (proposal: Long with 16.7% weight) 

MACD: MACD (-0.314) =Signal line (-0.314). There is a crossover between Signal line and MACD with an uptrend in 
price. (long) 

ADX: -DI>+DI, and ADX>25. (short) 

RSI: smaller than 70 but larger than 30. (neutral) 

Conclusion (long/hold): MACD (long), ADX (short), RSI (neutral). 

 

 
Figure 4. GZMT, 600519.SH (proposal: long with 16.7% weight) 

MACD: MACD (2.077)>Signal line (2.378). (short) 

ADX: +DI>-DI, and ADX>25. (long) 

RSI: smaller than 70 larger than 30. (neutral) 

Conclusion (long): MACD (short), ADX (long), RSI (neutral). 
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Figure 5. SSE50 Index future, IH2009.CFFEX (proposal: long with 16.7% weight) 

MACD: MACD (0.737)>Signal line (0.638), an uptrend moving average in price. (long) 

ADX: +DI>-DI, and ADX<20. (neutral) 

RSI: larger than 30 but smaller than 70. (neutral) 

Conclusion (long): MACD (long), ADX (neutral), RSI (neutral). 

 

 
Figure 6. Steam Coal future, ZC2007.ZCE (proposal: long with 16.7% weight) 

MACD: MACD (1.756)>Signal line (1.607), an uptrend moving average in price. (long) 

ADX: +DI>-DI, and ADX>35. (long) 

RSI: larger than 30 but smaller than 70. (neutral) 

Conclusion (long): MACD (long), ADX (long), RSI (neutral). 

 

Week 1 summary: There are 6 assets in total, and the weighting method is equal-weighting. 
Therefore, 100 million yuan is equally distributed among those futures and stock. Each asset with 
about 16.7 million Yuan (with weight 16.7% each). In general, to the portfolio, the 
𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = 0.00726 . (Note: because of Dragon Boat Festival is on June 25th, all 
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Chinese financial markets suspend from 6-25 to 6-28. Therefore, there are three trading days and 
two days’ returns in the 1st week.) 

 

 
Figure 7. Daily cumulative returns in week 1. 

 

2.1.2. Week 2  

Trading is based on indicators’ results until 6-24, trade is from Monday 6/29 to 7/3. Since this 
week, the specific MACD, ADX, RSI charts for each asset will be skipped but the weekly summary 
chart will illustrate daily cumulative PnL for this week. 

 

 
Figure 8. Daily cumulative returns in week 2. 

 

Week 2 Summary: According to the Figure, it is clear that all the assets (each with weight 16.7%) 
selected in 1st week began to make much more profits in the 2nd week. Moreover, because ZC2007 
is no longer the ZC (Steam coal) future with the largest volume, we will not take its long position 
anymore in the future and will sell it on July 3rd. In 2nd week, to the portfolio, the 
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = 0.0461. 
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2.1.3. Week 3  

Taking long or short position is based on indicators until Friday 7-03, trade is from 7/6 to 7/10.  

 

 
Figure 9. Daily cumulative returns in week 3. 

 

Week 3 summary: In the 3rd week, except for SSE50 Futures (IH2009), all other assets have positive 
cumulative returns. In this week, there are only 5 assets in the portfolio, so each asset has 20% 
weight in this week. 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = 0.0204 for week 3 portfolio. 

2.1.4. Week 4  

Daily position is based on data until Friday 7/10, trading is from Monday 7/13 to Friday 7/17. 

 

 
Figure 10. Daily cumulative returns in week 4. 

 

Week 4 summary: In the 4th week, according to the Figure, because of a strong bear market, prices 
suddenly dropped at the beginning of the week and continuously descended. We can see the 
combined strategy could not give ideal cumulative returns this week because our strategy may not 
quickly respond to a sudden fall in prices. The strategy took about 2 days (from 13th July to 15th 
July) to react and make a right decision on short selling on 16th July and then began to make profit 
after 16th July. The portfolio cumulative return in the 4th week is -0.044. 
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2.2. Summary 

 
Figure 11. Daily cumulative returns over 4 weeks. 

 

In summary, for these 4 weeks, the portfolio with combined strategy gives about 10% cumulative 
return at the end. If the investor put 100 million CNY in the portfolio on June 22nd, he or she could 
obtain 10 million CNY profit at the end of week 4 (17th July). However, at the end of discretionary 
trading, it is obvious that the combined strategy with conditions given in part I. Model 4 may not 
quickly react to a sudden change in prices, and it may take about 2 days to respond. Therefore, 
more research is necessary in the future to solve this problem. 

 

 
Figure 12. Table of Annualized Return, Annualized Std Dev, and Annualized Sharpe of 

portfolio over 4 weeks 

 

According to Figure 12, the sharp ratio and annualized returns’ results are very good. However, 
because of 4 weeks are too short in measuring a valid strategy, the table may not give a very 
accurate annualized return and volatility (standard deviation), but investor can use it as a 
reference to illustrate that the combined strategy of MACD, ADX, and RSI can have a good 
performance in short term period under certain conditions. 

3. Systematic Backtests  

3.1. Data 

3.1.1. Universe:  

The work focuses on commodities especially futures. Because of seasonality of commodities, 
commodity trades are largely based on futures [9]. Furthermore, to build a portfolio with more 
diversification, stocks are also needed to be included in the portfolio. That is because the 
historical correlation between commodity markets and stock markets is usually weak, Chinese 
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stocks and futures with good performance (large volume, representatives of stock indexes) are 
good choices to be put into one portfolio.  

As a reference to see how the correlations are between commodities and stock indexes, chart 
below is the historical correlation map over the past 8 years: 

 
Figure 13. Correlation matrix of futures and stocks indexes from 2012 to 2020. 

 

3.1.2. Data Sets:  

Futures and stocks datasets with largest volume corresponding to different time period. 
Because volume illustrates investors’ interest, a higher volume means a higher investment 
willingness among most of investors. A financial asset with large volume is more liquid and has 
less liquidity risk. Moreover, because all futures have expiration dates, to investigate futures in 
a long term, continuous futures contracts datasets are used.  

3.1.3. Data Sources:  

Tushare package (available in both Python and R): website https://tushare.pro/ . Sina Finance: 
website https://finance.sina.com.cn/ . 

3.1.4. Date Range:  

8 years datasets from 2012 to 2020 can be a long enough time period to do the long-term back-
testing, all futures and stocks in the portfolio have at least 8 years historical data.  

3.2. Research & Analysis 

3.2.1. Outline: 

Generally, the back-testing is a test trading daily with given futures and stocks in the portfolio, 
and each asset is equally weighted. The result includes annualized return, standard deviation, 
drawdowns, and Sharpe ratio of the portfolio.  

Furthermore, because CSI300 Index in Chinese Market has a similar role as S&P500 Index in 
the U.S. market, Sharpe ratio of CSI300 ETF is enough to represent the average Sharpe ratio of 
stock markets in China. Therefore, the Sharpe ratio of CSI300 Index ETF from June 2012 to June 
2020 is considered as the benchmark (chart shown below), and the goal of combined strategy 
is to have an optimal Sharpe ratio larger than Sharpe ratio of CSI300 ETF. In particular, if our 
strategy’s Sharpe ratio is larger than that of CSI300 ETF, our strategy is acceptable and 
relatively optimal in Chinese market.  

Here below is the back-testing chart of CSI300 ETF: 

https://tushare.pro/
https://finance.sina.com.cn/
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Figure 14. Back-testing chart of CSI300 ETF over the past 8 years. 

 

 
Figure 15. Table of Annualized Return, Std Dev, and Sharpe of CSI300 ETF over 8 years 

 

As shown in Figure 14 &15, the Sharpe ratio is 0.2181. Therefore, if CSI300 ETF is considered as 
the benchmark, the portfolio with innovative combined strategy created in this research can only 
be acceptable and relative optimal when its Sharpe ratio is larger than 0.2181.  

3.2.2. Selections:  

There are total 23 assets in the portfolio with 13 futures and 10 representative stocks with 
largest weights in Chinese stocks indexes. equal weighting is the method to construct the 
portfolio. 13 futures have weak correlation with Chinese stocks indexes or have large volume 
from since 2012. 

Futures list (ticker symbols): C, CF, SR, A, M, RU, AL, AU, CU, P, Y, J, TA.  

Stock list (ticker symbols): 600036.SH, 600016.SH, 601318.SH, 601328.SH, 601166.SH, 
600519.SH, 600000.SH, 000970.SZ. (note: all these stocks come from CSI300 Index 
(000300.SH), SSE50 Index (000016.SH), and CSI SmallCap 500 Index (000905.SH)) 

 
Figure 16. Correlation matrix of futures and stocks indexes from 2012 to 2020. 
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3.2.3. Back-Testing results: 

 
Figure 17. Back-Test of Strategy I: Combined strategy of MACD, ADX, and RSI 

 

From September 24th 2012 to June 19th 2020, the total cumulative return over these 8 years is 
about 40.8%. 

 

 
Figure 18. Table of Annualized Return, Std Dev, and Sharpe of the combined strategy over 8 

years 
 

The risk-free rate of Chinese market is the average one-year treasury bond rates from 2012 to 

2020, which is about 2.8%. Consequently, the Sharpe 𝑟atio =
4.7%−2.8%

0.1027
≈ 0.18 . Recalling that 

Sharpe ratio of the CSI300 ETF is about 0.21 and is larger than our 0.18, Therefore, more 
improvements and modification on combined strategy are needed. 

 

 
Figure 19. Table of Drawdown from 2012 to 2020 by combined strategy of MACD, ADX, RSI 

 

The largest drawdown was from a peak on June 9th 2015 to the rough period on September 29th 
2015, and to the end on June 1st 2020. 
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Figure 20. Table of Drawdown Risks from 2012 to 2020 by combined strategy of MACD, ADX, 

RSI 

Loss Deviation: daily deviation of downside period return is about 0.49%; 

Gain Deviation: daily deviation of upside period return is 0.44%; 

Historical VaR (95%): with 95% confidence, the daily loss will not exceed 0.96% 

ES (expected shortfall): with 95% worst case, the expected loss is 1.52% 

 

3.2.4. Summary: 

Compared with CSI300 ETF’s results, the combined strategy composed of MACD, ADX, and RSI 
is needed more improvements and modifications in the future research. Furthermore, adjusting 
the weights of different assets, modifying the conditions in Part I Model 4, and adding more 
indicators into the strategy are good choices to improve the model. 

3.2.5. Coding sample: 
stocks_pnl<-function(stock_name){ 
  info<-NULL 
  # Import dataset: 
  info<-pro(api_name="daily", ts_code=stock_name,start_date='20120806', 
             end_date='20200619')%>%select(-c("pre_close","ts_code")) 
  info$trade_date<-strptime(info$trade_date,format="%Y%m%d") 
  rownames(info)<-info$trade_date 
  info<-info%>%select(-c(trade_date)) 
  info<-as.xts(info) 
  # Calculate indicators: 
  MACD<-MACD(na.omit(Cl(info)),nFast=12,nSlow=26,nSig=9) 
  ADX<-ADX(na.omit(cbind(Hi(info),Lo(info),Cl(info))),n=14) 
  RSI<-RSI(na.omit(Cl(info)),n=14) 
  MACD_diff<-na.omit(MACD[,'macd']-MACD[,"signal"]) 
  colnames(MACD_diff)<-"diff" 
  Indicators<-na.omit(cbind(MACD_diff,ADX,RSI)) 
  # implement strategy:  
  long_or_short<-Lag(with(Indicators,ifelse(((rsi<=30)+((DIp>DIn)&(ADX>=20))+(diff>0))>=2, 
1,ifelse(((rsi>=70)+((DIp<DIn)&(ADX>=20))+(diff<0))>=2,-1,1)))) 
  # calculate pnl (Based on signal of strategy): 
  pnl<-na.omit(info[,"close"]/lag(info[,"close"])-1)*long_or_short 
  colnames(pnl)<-stock_name 
  pnl<-na.omit(pnl) 
  return(pnl) # calculate the pnl of each stock or future (similar coding style)  
} 

 

# combine all pnl into portfolio_pnl_equalW with equal-weights. 

# calculate the final cumulative pnl over period  
cumulative_ret_equalW<-prod(na.omit(portfolio_pnl_equalW)+1)-1 
cumulative_ret_equalW 
# table shows drawdown statistics 
table.Drawdowns(portfolio_pnl_equalW, top=10, Rf=0.028/252) 
# table shows downside risk estimates  
table.DownsideRisk(portfolio_pnl_equalW, Rf=0.028/252) 
# chart shows cumulative (net) return, daily return, and drawdowns  
charts.PerformanceSummary(portfolio_pnl_equalW,main="Performance of the portfolio (past 8 years) using MACD&ADX&RSI", 
Rf=0.028/252) 
# annualize return, get return, sd, sharp ratio 
table.AnnualizedReturns(portfolio_pnl_equalW, Rf=0.028/252) 
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4. Professional Models 

4.1. Studied 

4.1.1. Model 1: Combining Short-term and Intermediate-term Indicators (DVO and DVI) 

The DVI and DVO indicator are well-known indicator, created by David Varadi from CSS 
Analytics, a quantitative research director [10]. Firstly, DVI, David Varadi Intermediate 
Oscillator takes both the magnitude of returns over different time windows smoothed and the 
stretch of up versus down days into account over different time windows [11], and DVI also can 
be used as a trend indicator in momentum strategy. Moreover, DVO, David Varadi Oscillator is 
a relatively short-term oscillator identifying cases of overbought and oversold even when price 
volatility fluctuates over period.  

Formulas of DVI and DVO are:  

DVO (3 steps) [12-14]: 

Rati𝑜𝑖 =
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑖

1

2
 (𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑖+𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑖)

                                                           (4.1) 

 

SM𝐴𝑖 =
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖+𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑖−1

𝑛
,  𝑤here 𝑛 = 2, and 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ , max(𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠)              (4.2) 

 

DV𝑂𝑖 = Rolling 𝑝ercentage 𝑟ank 𝑜f 𝑆M𝐴𝑖  𝑤ith 126 𝑙ookback 𝑝eriods (𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠)    (4.3) 

 

DVI (6 steps) [10,11,15-17]: 

Smoothed 𝑟etur𝑛𝑖 = SMA(𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖, 𝑛 = 3) =
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖

1

3
 (𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖−2+𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖−1+𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖)

− 1             (4.4) 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑖 = 𝑆𝑀𝐴 (
1

2
 (𝑆𝑀𝐴(𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖 , 𝑛 = 5) +

1

10
 𝑆𝑀𝐴(𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖, 𝑛 =

100)) , 𝑛 = 5)                                                                   (4.5) 

 

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖 = 𝑆𝑀𝐴 ( 
1

2
 (𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑚(𝑏, 𝑛 = 10) +

1

10
 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑚(𝑏, 𝑛 = 100)) , 𝑛 = 2)      (4.6) 

 

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑖, 𝑛 = 250) = 

𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 250 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠               (4.7) 

 

𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖 , 𝑛 = 250) = 

𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 250 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠                   (4.8) 

 

𝐷𝑉𝐼𝑖 = 0.8 ∗ 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑖, 𝑛 = 250) + 0.2 ∗ 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖, 𝑛 =
250)                                                                            (4.9) 

 

Where b=1, if 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒{𝑖} > 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖−1; b=−1, if not.  

4.1.2. Model 2: Asset Growth and Size Momentum [18] 

This is the topic of the paper “Asset growth, style investing, and momentum”, which studies the 
connection between asset growth and style investing. This paper establishes a significant and 
robust connection between asset growth (AG) and style investing by showing that past style 
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returns constructed based on AG and size jointly predict future stock returns significantly. 
Motivated by this notion, this academic paper proposes a style momentum strategy based on 
AG and size and find that it dominates price momentum and size-BM style momentum in 
generating momentum profits. We want to study AG-size style to help us select better portfolio. 

4.1.3. Model 3: Time-series momentum and cross-sectional momentum strategy 

This is the basic strategy discussed by “Time‐series momentum in China's commodity futures 
market”. Time-series momentum, also called trend momentum or trend-following, is measured 
by a portfolio which is long assets which have had recent positive returns and short assets 
which have had recent negative returns. In contrast, the cross‐sectional momentum strategy 
considers all commodity futures at one point in time and compares the past returns across the 
commodity futures. In addition, time-series momentum strategy focuses on returns of a single 
commodity future while cross‐sectional momentum strategy focuses on futures with different 
correlations towards each other in different markets. These two momentum strategies are 
compared with passive long strategy to show their strength within the trading process. 

4.2. Results 

4.2.1. Model 1: Combining Short-term and Intermediate-term Indicators (DVO and 
DVI)[19] 

The author, David Varadi used SP500 ETF (SPY) from 1998 to 2010 as a sample to make a back-
testing to exam whether his combined indicators work.  Specifically, he set his combined 
strategy of DVO and DVI as:  

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑉𝑂 < 50 𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑉𝐼 < 50%;  𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑎 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑉𝑂 > 50 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑉𝑂 > 50 𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑉𝐼 > 50%;  𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑎 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑖𝑓 𝐷𝑉𝑂 < 50 

(Note: because DVO is the short-term indicator, it can be a signal to decide whether long or 
short by its most recent results.) 

 

 
Figure 21. Back-testing of David Varadi’s combined strategy of DVI and DVO [19]. 

The results of back-testing look very good with 2497.04% total return from 1998 to 2010. The 
author in his article said he tried other ETFs, and this model works better on other ETFs, even 

though he admitted there still are a plenty of rooms to improve the model. Obviously, this model 
is valuable to be investigated more in the future. Especially, even though formulas of DVO and 

DVI seem following economic intuition, making back-tests with different time periods using this 
combined model to see whether his model is a kind of data driven model is important. 
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4.2.2. Model 2: The Result of Asset Growth and Size Momentum  

The authors find that AG-size as a style can generate higher and more consistent profits. They 
propose a style momentum strategy based on AG and size and find that it dominates the price 
momentum and the size-BM style momentum in generating momentum profits. They provide 
evidence in support of the limited-attention explanation but not risk-based hypotheses, 
suggesting that investor underreaction better accounts for the profit of the AG-size style 
momentum. 

So Asset-pricing anomalies can generate significant and consistent profits when investors have 
yet paid sufficient attention to this new strategy. 

4.2.3. Model 3: Result of Time‐series momentum and cross‐sectional momentum 
strategy[20] 

 
Figure 22. Sharpe Ratio by 3 different strategies over different commodities futures [20]. 

 
Figure 23. Cumulative returns with different strategies from 2007 to 2018 [20]. 

The authors select 10 different commodities and do the 11-year-back-test from 2007 to 2018. It 
proves that time‐series momentum strategy performs the best with 61% return. Cross‐sectional 

momentum strategy is the second best strategy, which is 12% return. Passive long Strategy 
produces a return of -7%. 
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4.3. Proposals 

4.3.1. Proposal 1: Momentum Strategy Using Machine Learning, like Deep Neural 
Networks[21] 

Description:  

There are more papers talking momentum strategy based on a deep learning of time series 
momentum. At the meanwhile, the machine learning models also learns both trend estimation, 
such as MACD, and position sizing in a data driven manner with neural networks directly 
trained by optimizing the Sharpe ratio of the signal. In addition, Neural Network is widely used 
in machine learning and deep learning, which interprets the data by clustering raw data. In 
summary, it gives strategies of buying or selling with optimized sharp ratios. 

Motivation: 

With the development of data science and machine/deep learning, some professionals with 
data science background began to use neural network, LSTM, LASSO regression, and other 
models in finance. This is a general trend toward financial technology over traditional financial 
models. 

Hypothesized results of proposal:  

because strategies using machine learning (or data mining) model usually created optimal 
models driven by only datasets. Therefore, the hypothesized results of the back-testing usually 
look very nice. However, this is also the weakness of data mining, it relies too much on data 
training. Once market experienced a totally new environment, models driven by data mining 
can not work well definitely. Therefore, in the future, we may spent much more time continuing 
our research into how to improve the fusion of both machine learning and traditional financial 
models. 

4.3.2. Proposal 2: Time-series predictors  

Description: 

Many papers research momentum displays predictable time-varying patterns or whether its 
profit is stable and persistent over time, they provide further tests conditional on time-series 
predictors, such as business cycles, market states. One is suggested by Chordia and Shivakumar 
(2002) that momentum profits are explained by common macroeconomic variables that are 
associated with business cycles. The other time-series predictor of momentum is the state of 
the market, which is proposed by Cooper et al. (2004). They suggest that investor biases are 
more accentuated after market gains, further inducing the profit of the price momentum 
following positive market returns. So we can use these two time-series predictors to verify that 
our momentum model profits are stable over time.  

Motivation:  

Excepting the back-testing, we can verify the profits and development of our momentum model 
by time-series predictors. 

Hypothesized results of proposal:  

We can reference Jegadeesh and Titman’s (1993) price momentum that positive during periods 
of expansion but negative during periods of recession. We can do some research on expansion 
and recession to find these periods impact on our momentum in the future. To address whether 
the state of the market influences our results, we can follow Cooper et al. (2004) to classify each 
formation period into different market states to find it whether influence the profit of the 
momentum. 

4.3.3. Proposal 3: Time‐series momentum and cross‐sectional momentum strategy[22] 

Description:  
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Many papers talking about the momentum strategies appreciate the idea that looking at the 
past performance of a single future and its related futures when doing the selection of futures 
in their portfolios. However, that does not mean these two strategies are qualitative because 
we will also use formula to relate the return with the time and the return of other futures.  

Motivation:  

From the back-test, we can verify that Time‐series momentum and cross‐sectional momentum 
strategy works better than passive holding long position. 

Hypothesized results of proposal: 

We can view the paper “Time‐series momentum in China's commodity futures market” as a 
reference to the proposal. We will do some research on selecting futures by looking at past 
performance and other correlated ones besides the index. This will help us to decide 
appropriate time to buy and sell and could possibly increase the average return. 

5. Conclusion  

5.1. Summary 

From part II, the key conclusion of 4 weeks discretionary trading is that the daily trading 
strategy needs to react quickly to the sudden price change in market Otherwise, investors using 
this strategy will lose quite a lot money, just like what we did in the week 4. 

Results of part III Back-testing tell us that there is more space to improve the combined strategy 
of MACD, ADX, and RSI because the sharp ratio of our portfolio using the combined strategy 
does not perform better than that of CSI300 Index ETF. Moreover, we also can improve the 
trading by reselecting assets and weights on different assets. In general, these are what we need 
to do in our future research. 

In part IV professional models, different professional models from professionals or academics 
can be good resources and references to our future research on trading model and portfolio 
selection. We include more techniques such as Machine learning, Time-series momentum 
strategies, and so on. 

5.2. Trading Recommendation 

For now, we do not suggest to make an investment using our combined strategy of MACD, ADX, 
and RSI. One of the biggest reasons is that the strategy is not able to react to a sudden change 
or volatility in price, and there is about 2 days delay in response. It means when price began to 
fall today, the trading strategy tells investors they should take a short position about two days 
later from now. The reason causes this problem probably is that the conditions of our combined 
strategy do not consider the trends of MACD, ADX, and RSI. Even though MACD, ADX, and RSI 
can tell us the trend of price and trend strength of price, we also need to know the trend 
strength of MACD, ADX, and RSI. Analogous example is like how velocity is related to 
acceleration or how first derivative is related to second derivative. For instance, to know what’s 
the velocity going to be, the fastest way to predict is measure the rate of change in acceleration. 
In conclusion, our combined strategy need to be modified much more in the futures by either 
change conditions within strategy or add more momentum indicators into the strategy. 
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